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Project Summary 
For several years, a group of residents have been approaching the local Councillor's office with a request 

to review and improve Earlscourt Park's path network. The group requested additional pathways that 

they felt would improve the overall park experience. A series of preliminary pathway concepts have 

been proposed by PFR staff based on their feedback:  

   
 

PFR staff, in coordination with the Councillor's office, held a public open house at the Joseph J. Piccininni 

Community Centre on February 25th, 2020, and conducted an online survey to see if there was interest 

and support for the additional pathways among the broader community.  

 

Survey Objectives 
The purpose of the survey was to capture the community's opinion of the current path system in 

Earlscourt Park, gauge the level of support for the proposed additional pathways, and determine which 

of the proposed pathway segments were preferred. 

The survey was available to complete in person at a public open house event on February 25, 2020, as 

well as online from February 5 to March 13, 2020.  In total, the survey received 193 responses.  
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Notification 
The community was notified of the open house event and the online survey through the following 

promotion channels: 

 A flyer notice was mailed to a total of 8,288 residences within 1 km of the park 

 Councillor Bailao promoted the event and the online survey in her monthly newsletter, website 

and social media channels, as well as directly with members of the community 

 

Survey Highlights and Key Takeaways 

Key Survey Highlights 
 193 total survey responses, of which 99 were fully complete 

 50% of survey participants either never (7%) or sometimes (43%) use current paved surfaces in 

Earlscourt Park 

 46% of survey participants are very or somewhat satisfied with the current placement of pathways 

within Earlscourt Park, while 33% are somewhat or very dissatisfied 

 41% of survey participants describe their current ability to move through and access amenities in 

Earlscourt Park as either very easy or somewhat easy, while 37% say it is either somewhat or very 

difficult to do  

 Option 2 is the most-favoured option among survey participants, with 67% saying it would 

extremely improve or somewhat improve their experience of walking through the park 

o Most commonly-cited reason for supporting this option: it creates an alternative route to the 

crowded running track 

o Most commonly-cited reason for not supporting this option: it disrupts existing greenspace 

 Option 3 is the second most-favoured option among survey participants, with 60% saying it would 

extremely improve or somewhat improve their experience of walking through the park 

o Most commonly-cited reason for supporting this option: it provides a more direct route 

through the park 

o Most commonly-cited reason for not supporting this option: it disrupts existing greenspace 

 Option 1 is the least-favoured option among survey participants, with 55% saying it would extremely 

improve or somewhat improve their experience of walking through the park 

o Most commonly-cited reason for supporting this option: it provides a more direct route 

through the park 

o Most commonly-cited reason for not supporting this option: it is not a significant enough 

improvement from what's there now 

Secondary Survey Takeaways 
 Many participants suggested combining options 2 and 3 for maximum impact 

 A key concern of participants is around the potential for new pathways to disrupt existing 

greenspace in the park 

 Another common concern was that new pathways would disrupt tobogganing in the park 

 A key theme amongst survey responses was around the need to improve accessibility within the 

park, especially as it relates to the park's topography and flooding in low-lying areas 

 Many participants felt that new pathways would improve flooding, but some felt the introduction of 

impermeable pavement would exacerbate flooding 
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 Some participants suggested that new pathways would be more useful if they linked facilities into 

the pathway network that aren’t currently connected, like the gazebo and playground 

 Several participants suggested the options represented a missed opportunity to connect to the new 

Davenport Diamond bridge 

 Many participants cited difficulty navigating the running path due to heavy use by runners and 

support alternate routes that bypass the track 

 The disruption of green space was the most often cited concern amongst survey participants 

 Improvements to access, accessibility and connectivity within the park, as well as the creation of 

more direct routes through the park, were the most often-cited reasons for supporting all of the 

options 

 

Response Summary 
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Path Option 1 
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Why? (Text Responses) 
 To connect south entrance to amenities More_direct_route 

 I don't use that end but if I lived south I would. Can be muddy there. 
Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 Much easier to get to the south exits Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 No significant difference No_significant_difference 

 IF I enter from north east of park, this offers a more direct route to the track. More_direct_route 

 Adds north-south connectivity Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 I do not use that route, so it would not improve my personal experience, but I see the value in this 
path. Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 The real problem with the pathways is that they do not connect to the bike lanes on Davenport. 
The only bike friendly path from Davenport is mid-block forcing cyclists to walk their bike on the 
sidewalk from either Lansdowne or Caledonia. Not bike friendly or convenient. The bike path 
need to connect to the Park, from both sides of Davenport. No_significant_difference 
Does_not_connect_to_Davenport_bike_lanes 

 An improvement over the current Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 You can’t walk, ride a bike, push a stroller or wheelchair on a runners track 
No_significant_difference 

 Doesnt really go anywhere No_significant_difference 

 the travel distance is only a short walk on the grass/ field. it's never been an issue so far. 
Not_needed 

 It is only a tiny shortcut, offering nothing else. No_significant_difference 

 Would improve access to the stairs, often I will walk over the grass in this area now. During wet, 
snowy or muddy weather the access isn’t great now. Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Easier access Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 shortcut from winding path to track More_direct_route 

 Shorter connection from park entrance to track, picnic area, etc. More_direct_route 

 I do not access the park from Davenport. Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 Earlscourt Park Pathways Consultation Summary Report Page 2 of 7 

 I don't come through that area. Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 Would make it easier to get to the track on muddy days where the grass is soggy 
Avoids_wet_areas Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 I dont access the park from Davenport Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 It would make more of a circular walk. Promotes_strolling 

 That part of the surface is ok. No need for an extra path. Not_needed 
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 Uneccesary Not_needed 

 I use a stroller, and pushing it in the winter to the far side of the field for the pathway was very 
difficult. It makes sense if you only want to go to the dog park, otherwise I would want another 
option. No_significant_difference 

 Closer than looping around to the track More_direct_route 

 I don’t use the south end of the park very much Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 Minor connection to different parts of the park. Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Being able to move north faster would improve how often I take the park. Currently have to go 
quite far around to stay on the path. More_direct_route 

 a more direct way to the track when coming from Caledonia More_direct_route 

 I approach the park from the north west end, don’t typically exit the south west end. 
Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 Combining option 1 and 3 would vastly improve the current pathways at the park without 
disrupting the beautiful park area. Improves_access_and_connectivity 
Does_not_disrupt_greenspace 

 The bigger problem is the absence of paved walking paths and effective lighting at night away 
from the track/field, not the limited paths through the picnic area. Not_needed 

 Walking on the grass is fine. Not_needed 

 This is how I currently access the track and soccer field. No_significant_difference 

 Don't have to walk through the grass, which could be wet and muddy after a rainy day. 
Avoids_wet_areas 

 Better access to the rack and the rest of the park when walking north from davenport 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 more walkway Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 The area to the SW corner has poor drainage. Any paved path would increase runoff thus 
increasing erosion downslope. If it is to increase access for people with mobility issues a 
'shortcut' to the track from the stairs to the SW makes no sense. And a 'shortcut' from the 
walkway coming from the South is up a steeper slope than the existing path. Makes no sense for 
many reasons. Would_lead_to_flooding_in_area Does_not_improve_access 

 You probably have people walking that why now 

 it's only a very small improvement - the second option is better No_significant_difference 

 It works for me and my family 

 I don’t enter that end of the oark Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 Hill Does_not_improve_access 

 Please leave grass Disrupts_green_space 

 Paving up that steep grade won’t be any better than the gentle slope of the current path from the 
ramp on Davenport and it’ll just decrease the green space. Does_not_improve_access 
Disrupts_green_space 

 No significant time savings No_significant_difference 

 We use a stroller and the park is often snowy/muddy so require some kind of path (gravel would 
be fine). We often cross the park to get from the south end to the community centre/pool. 
Avoids_wet_areas 

 May be more dry instead of walking on water saturated grass up to the track Avoids_wet_areas 

 I don't often use this pathway Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 I don’t enter or leave the park using the south west corner Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 Keeps the space of the field below with a pathway to follow to get to the stair paths 
More_direct_route 

 It provides more direct access to the track. I often carry my stroller up the stairs and it would be 
nice to have a direct path once I reach the top of the 

 stairs. More_direct_route 

 This option allows me to access Caledonia on a slightly faster path. More_direct_route 

 Improves seasonal access through the park. Ideally pathways would be maintained in the winter. 
This option continues to rely on the track which will not be 

 maintained in winter. Avoids_wet_areas 

 The current pathway is sufficient Not_needed 
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 I often cut across the lawn here anyways because I am usually moving diagonally through the 
park towards St Clair and Lansdowne. The turf is often muddy so this would make it easier. 
Avoids_wet_areas More_direct_route 

 The park needs a dedicated walking snd running path that meanders throughout the park 

 I think it's a good option for those coming into the park from the SW corner entrance. 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 When we come up the stairs from the SW corner of the park, we are headed to the track and this 
new path would be a more direct route. Plus the current path seems to get flooded over near the 
driveway/parking lot near Lansdowne. More_direct_route Avoids_wet_areas 

 Not having to walk east if I'm not going that way. More_direct_route 

 Faster; safer than trying to climb muddy or slippery hill to track Avoids_wet_areas 
More_direct_route Safer 

 Safer and I walk on the grass now to get to the rear of the park from st.clair seems a bit easier 
Avoids_wet_areas Safer 

 This provides a needed link with the Davenport steps from the West side of the park. 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Based on where I live Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 I don't usually walk down to Dovercourt, so I can't picture how that would affect walking ability. 
Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 More direct to where im heading. This is the path i usually take. More_direct_route 

 I come from Lansdowne so not helpful and would wreak where we tobaggan in the winter. 
Do_not_use_south_area_of_park Disrupts_winter_tobogganing 

 Negligible improvements to travel distance to existing destinations (dog park, kids park,)from 
south west entry. minor improvements to No_significant_difference 

 Avoid having to walk through wet grass to get to the track. Avoids_wet_areas 

 If such a path were created it would either have stairs, a steep ramp, or the topography would 
need to be significantly altered. Plus that area is often significantly flooded. When entering the 
park from that location I am usually either walking my dog along the most western portion or 
bringing me children to playground or east entrance to JJP Would_lead_to_flooding_in_area 
Does_not_improve_access 

 I live on st. Clair area. I find the paths from there are sufficient 
Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 I often want to exit near Caledonia park road Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 Earlscourt Park Pathways Consultation Summary Report Page 5 of 7 

 It's duplicating an existing route Duplicates_existing_pathways 

 The traffice of people are usually through st Clair or Lansdowne Not_needed 

 I use the park's parhs as a safe way to get from st Clair to Davenport by bike, so I go from north 
east to South east 

 Doesnt save much time No_significant_difference 

 There does need to be a way to connect from the track to the Caledonia entrance, especially for 
strollers More_direct_route 

 Similar path nearby, existing Duplicates_existing_pathways 

 We don't walk that way. Do_not_use_south_area_of_park 

 I often run on the track and then head toward the stairs on Davenport. This would help with the 
hill, which can be slick if there has been rain Avoids_wet_areas 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Easier to get from sw to rest of park More_direct_route 

 That's a very small addition, so it will have very little impact. Also, that's not really where I would 
be walking. No_significant_difference 

 Since I generally use the running track, this would make it easier for me. More_direct_route 

 I use the existing path connection from track. No_significant_difference 

 I come from st Clair so doesn’t make a difference No_significant_difference 

 Improves access to West End Rail Trail More_direct_route 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Allow people to have a more direct route to south west steps. More_direct_route 
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 Making going to the north side of the park from the south west side easier More_direct_route 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Still located at south end. Need North East to Southwest direct as possible connection. 
No_significant_difference Not_needed 

 I come from the south west entrance to get to the running track. More_direct_route 

 Provides connectivity more directly to the stairs More_direct_route 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

N 92 
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Path Option 2 
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Why? (Text Responses) 
 

 live in this neighbourhood but I visit the prospect cemetery more often Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 to make it accessible for people with mobility issues Improves_accessibility 

 I prefer it unpaved (grass) for dog walking, but if you were old/wheel chair I see it as a good idea. It can be 
muddy so could be good. Improves_accessibility Avoids_wet_areas 

 Great to completely avoid the track Avoids_crowded_track 

 North south access without having to walk across the running track Avoids_crowded_track 

 More useful than option 1 Better_than_option_1 

 I can't decide if a more direct walking route on paved path is worth the loss of open green space. 
Disrupts_green_space 

 Add connectivity without use of track. Avoids_crowded_track Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 I dislike the segmentation of the green space. Disrupts_green_space 

 It does not connect the Davenport bike lanes to the Park. Does_not_connect_to_Davenport_bike_lanes 

 Better access for where the high density that is Davenport Village exists. 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Path should line up with caledonia/st.Clair entrance 

 Only thing is too many off leash dogs in this area and many times we avoid this area for this reason but this 
path would be great if dog owners followed the rules 

 It helps get people up to St. Clair on the west. More_direct_route 

 This is great for walking on leash 

 in the past, cutting through the racetrack has been the only method of cutting across the park on a path - 
doing so, walkers interferer with those using the 

 track for other purposes and it's not a direct route as is. this also leave sample space on both sides of the 
path for the picnic area Avoids_crowded_track 

 Kids use that side to tobaggone Disrupts_winter_tobogganing 

 Better than the previous option. It is a pathway dedicated to strolling, offering the possibility of enjoying the 
park and the scenery beyond the park, because it is turned to the west and south-west, contrary to the 
bleachers of the athletic field which turn their back to the scenery. This option also offers the possibility of 
future landscaping improvements with plantings and benches. However, this layout has two drawbacks. At 
the south end, it goes through a very depressed area that stays wet a good part of the year, while at the 
opposite end it comes too close to the gazebo, creating conflicts with those attending events and those 
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wanting to go through that crowd. Promotes_strolling Would_lead_to_flooding_in_area 
Will_disrupt_flow 

 Won’t have to walk on the track. Avoids_crowded_track 

 There is a continuous, clear pathway from north to south, rather than the current hodgepodge and gaps 
(particularly around the track). More_direct_route 

 Better access to running track Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Takes away foot traffic from the track - which should be used more for running and exercise, and not just 
strolling through the park. Avoids_crowded_track 

 A better (only!) path through picnic and field areas. More direct to soccer field, rink, pool, etc. 
More_direct_route 

 This is the general path I walk with my dog when trying to access the dog park, we just walk on the grass 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Wouldn't use it based on what services I use. Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 This cuts into the park for no reason. People already walk this path anyway. We don’t need a path guiding the 
way and cutting into grass space. Disrupts_green_space 

 This way I can walk across the park without going up and down hills Improves_accessibility 

 I dont access the park from Davenport Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 A lot of people, myself included walk this way to make a circular walk. It would be better in wet weather. 
Improves_access_and_connectivity Promotes_strolling 

 Nice to have an open area Disrupts_green_space 

 No need to walk through the track when walking through the park. Avoids_crowded_track 

 You don't need a pathway parallel to the running track, especially one that cuts through the nice gazebo area. 
I find it very easy to connect to the running track. Disrupts_green_space Will_disrupt_flow 

 Then you don’t have to try to pish a stroller down the hill Improves_accessibility 

 I don’t have to walk along the track Avoids_crowded_track 

 I really like walking in that area but it’s very weather - dependent 

 Good connection to the park while avoiding the track. I do not like to walk on the track and interrupt people’s 
workouts (unless I’m continuously doing laps on it) Avoids_crowded_track 

 Ability to head north while Skipping the track completely would be so great Avoids_crowded_track 
More_direct_route 

 I would use Option 1 much more frequently 

 I walk with my dog between each end of the park frequently and usually resort to walking through deep snow 
or mud rather than ascending/descending slopes to get to the existing pathways. Improves_accessibility 

 Would provide an alternate walking/pedestrian route to the track - I usually walk the track in later evening, 
though, so don’t typically need to avoid other park users/rec sports. Avoids_crowded_track 

 This option disrupts the beautiful picnic area and grassy area that many of us residents utilize in the summer 
Disrupts_green_space 

 Gives an option to walk out of the way of those using the field and track. Avoids_crowded_track 

 Would keep more traffic on the path to keep the grass in better shape for people to play and picnic on. 
Protects_the_grass 

 I don't access the North section. Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 Cuts through a large field where there are often people enjoying it. Disrupts_green_space 

 Not really nessecary as well as it takes down on the green space of the field where many kids play 
Disrupts_green_space Not_needed 

 It would allow people to take advantage of green space Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 more pathway less stepping on the grass Protects_the_grass 

 This proposed path goes through a poorly drained area and judging from the paths I see in the snow does not 
reflect a popular route. Would_lead_to_flooding_in_area Not_needed 

 So you don’t have to walk on the track Avoids_crowded_track 

 it's great to have a path through the grassy area especially for times during the year when it's wet/muddy 
Improves_accessibility Avoids_wet_areas 

 Please don’t ruin the beautiful grass with pavement. Disrupts_green_space 

 We don't enter at that point because crossing the street at that intersection is very dangerous. Cars do not 
look or wait for pedestrians to cross. Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 Cutting off green space Disrupts_green_space 

 Less grassy areas! Disrupts_green_space 

 Walking around the park from the north to the south is important and ejoyable More_direct_route 
Promotes_strolling 

 People can just walk on the grass, I wouldn’t want to see a big strip of pavement through the beautiful 
untouched green space. Also why wouldn’t ppl just walk along calendonia if they want easy access along that 
portion of the park. Disrupts_green_space 

 Breaks up green space Disrupts_green_space 
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 It is awkward using a track as a pathway. Having a dedicated pathway to walk through the park would be a 
huge improvement. Avoids_crowded_track 

 Super good idea cause of the flooding in the lower field Avoids_wet_areas 

 I'll impact on the big green area of the park Disrupts_green_space 

 A path there doesn’t seem necessary. When I’m moving between parts of the park, I don’t mind crossing lawn 
/ grass areas. Not_needed 

 Horrible idea since most kids play here people train their animals here and it cuts through where most events 
happen with an inconvenient pathway dividing the grass Disrupts_green_space Will_disrupt_flow 

 Too close to slope where kids toboggan. It would be better along the west side of the open space instead of 
along the track side. Disrupts_winter_tobogganing 

 Because the track can function as a path, no need to build another. Takes away more grass as well. 
Disrupts_green_space Not_needed 

 There is a serious issue with people not leasing their dogs in the park. I have two young children who use the 
track to ride their bikes, and dogs have chased the kids. Anything that keeps dog owners away from the 
track/playground is a benefit. 

 It would make it a nicer walk through the park without having to gonon the running track with my stroller. 
Avoids_crowded_track 

 This path gives me the ability to fats track past those working out or utilizing the track path and again gives 
faster access to Caledonia. Avoids_crowded_track Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 More direct access through the park and links communities north and south of the park. Concerns about 
flooding and lighting for this perspective trail. 

 Provides opportunities to better link with future rail trail associate with Davenport Diamond Grade Separation 
Project. Provides opportunities to walk from 

 St Clair to Davenport on trails maintained in the winter. More_direct_route 
Improves_access_and_connectivity Would_lead_to_flooding_in_area Promotes_strolling 

 I like the field the way it is and the current pathways are sufficient Disrupts_green_space Not_needed 

 I would prefer to walk on this path than the running track so I don't disrupt runners. Avoids_crowded_track 

 The park needs a dedicated walking snd running path that meanders throughout the park 

 I think this is a better option for those entering from the SW corner. It's also off track. I find it a little annoying 
having bike/people traffic in the way while I'm using the track. However, through traffic is considerate. 
Avoids_crowded_track Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Not having to go east when you want to stay in the west side of the park. More_direct_route 

 It’s the way I often normally walk through the park. It makes sense. More_direct_route 

 Easier to access route through park on bike/scooter or with a stroller Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 I walk through the park to travel from Davenport to St. Clair. I find it difficult to walk on grass, so a properly 
graded pathway will make it easier for me to travel along the park while avoiding track users. Depending how 
this new path is constructed, it might also improve drainage in the open green spaces. 
Improves_accessibility 

 It would be wonderful to have a west walking path that doesn't require use of the running track for part of the 
route. I think it improves accessibility for the gazebo and picnic area. Avoids_crowded_track 
Improves_accessibility 

 May use it. However won’t this cut into the grass portion of the park too much? Disrupts_green_space 

 We have a stroller. I'm torn because I really enjoy the green space, but for anyone in a wheelchair or pushing 
a stroller, they aren't able to access this part of the park (track is at a different grade). 
Disrupts_green_space Improves_accessibility 

 Area of lower elevation. Less desirable to go there. Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 Unnecessary there. Don't wreak the hills where kids roll and run down and toboggan down in winter. What if 
you just put a path beside the running track so actual runners aren't impacted by all the foot traffic. Think of 
how to navigate the park with a stroller. Bikes and scooters. Not_needed Disrupts_green_space 

 New walkway is an added feature that will improve walkability for festivals but at cost of breaking up clear 
field space. Field’s are often used for soccer overflow from main fields at peak parking season. Users will be 
forced closer to the caladonia edge. Disrupts_green_space Improves_access_and_connectivity 
Will_disrupt_flow 

 I would not use this Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 In fact this would worsen my experience in the park. A park should be as natural of an environment as 
possible. There is already an exceptional amount of hard surface in this park. If people want to walk along a 
hard surface in the park they can easily do so on the track or newly built southern path/ramp. It would be a 
pity to see even more green space paved over and riddled with even more lights. That area always floods as 
it sits at the bottom of a steep hill side (track/soccer field). If anything, a creek/drainage ditch/small meadow 
could be created there. They can't even cut the grass in this area in spring/early summer as it's too wet and 
soft. Disrupts_green_space Not_needed 

 Longer path than option 1 Too_long 

 I don’t typically walk this way near the soccer field Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 
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 Takes away from green space and public use of the park. Also it floods regularly. Disrupts_green_space 

 That is the only huge strip of grass that you can actually relax, picnic or even when they have cross country 
meets Disrupts_green_space 

 Unless you have mobility issues, grass is easy to walk on. And in a park people should be allowed to walk on 
the grass. The greater issue to my mind is the amount of space dedicated to lawn. The neighbourhood 
suffers from an tremendous lack of treed spaces. The south west end of the park (south of the gazebo) could 
be treed and naturalized with a series of walking paths, similar to the eastern edge of High Park. This would 
help connect our neighbours south of Davenport and allow all park users (not just dog walkers) to enjoy the 
trees while still leaving ample room for events. Not_needed 

 Reduces people on track Avoids_crowded_track 

 the pavement may interfere with that Sheep's meadow feel of he large green space cutting through 
Disrupts_green_space 

 I like the grassy area there and see a lot of people playing with their dogs in that area. I feel like a pathway 
there would be a hindrance. Disrupts_green_space 

 More pathways for me to walk my dog Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 This section needs a path, however not at the expense of the open space for play. Disrupts_green_space 

 We don't walk that way. Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 I prefer the natural beauty of the park along this area, grass prefered-not pavement. Disrupts_green_space 

 It is currently difficult to get from one end of the park to the other without walking/running on grass (which is 
not ideal) when there is an event happening at the track Avoids_crowded_track 

 If option 1 goes through you can get to the north soccer fields by walking on the edge of the track. It also cuts 
through the flat and quiet area west of the track. Dont do this. It reduces the greenspace for no real benefit. 
Disrupts_green_space 

 I mostly walk through the park along the western side, from north to south, so this would give me a better 
option for walking. More_direct_route 

 I think this is ok, but it's a shame to cut into all of that green space to the west of the running track. However it 
would make it more accessible for people using strollers or accessibility devices to navigate that side of the 
park. Disrupts_green_space Improves_accessibility 

 No need to destroy greenspace to make the park more accessible. There must be more options. 
Disrupts_green_space 

 Think this should be left as open greenspace. Disrupts_green_space 

 Looks like a nice big pathway Improves_accessibility 

 The large meadow it would disturb is more valuable. Disrupts_green_space 

 Allows people to avoid the myriad activities near soccer and dog park. Avoids_crowded_track 

 Not having to go on the track in order to get the south side is the park is ideal Avoids_crowded_track 

 Getting towards a NE to SW connection. More_direct_route 

 This would also help, if there is a game happening that prevents me from using the running track. 
Avoids_crowded_track 

 Some concerns about water and flooding in this area. This would need to be addressed before paths are 
added. Would_lead_to_flooding_in_area 
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Path Option 3 
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Why? (Text Responses) 
 

 I live in this neighbourhood but I visit the prospect cemetery more often Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 I prefer it unpaved (grass) for dog walking, but if you were old/wheel chair I see it as a good idea. It can be 
muddy so could be good. Improves_accessibility Avoids_wet_areas 

 Only a short detour from the existing path, in the way of tobogganing No_significant_difference 
Disrupts_winter_tobogganing 

 I like this better than previous one as it leaves a large grass area near gazebo uninterrupted by paving. 
Preserves_green_space_near_gazebo 

 Add connectivity without use of field edges. Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 While I do use this unofficial path, I do not like the segmentation of the green space. Disrupts_green_space 

 It does not connect the Davenport Bike lanes to the Park. Does_not_connect_to_Davenport_bike_lanes 

 This is not where the people live in comparison to the south end. Not_needed 

 Don’t use this Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 it provides no advantage - one could walk more along st Clair and walk along the field path to get to the same 
exit point. No_significant_difference 

 It is a very limited solution, merely a link with the entrance at the north-west corner. 
No_significant_difference 

 Currently there is no access across that corner of the park which is sort of a dead zone. This would be a big 
improvement for access. I often wonder why there is no entrance from this corner. 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 There is no continuous north-south pathway (the track does not suffice in this regard and the above proposal 
is a jumble. No_significant_difference 

 Easier to get from Csledonia corner to the off-leash. Bit truly.just wish there were more dog off leash areas in 
general in the city of Toronto More_direct_route Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 I come to the park from St Clair not Davenport south. Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 Better connection to the west side of the park. I enter through the park near the refreshment centre but like 
the idea of entering closer to Caledonia without trekking over the grass with my stroller. More_direct_route 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 I don't regularly move through that area, and the existing route is close enough. Not sure we need a patch 
cutting right through the middle of the greenspace either. Disrupts_green_space 
Do_not_use_that_area_of_park Not_needed 
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 This again is the path we normally walk through when accessing the park; we just walk on the grass. 

 Would slightly improve travel time, but not sure the value in it. No_significant_difference 

 Also cuts into valuable park space with a useless path. Disrupts_green_space Not_needed 

 Helps get from St. Clair and Caledonia into the fields More_direct_route 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Its a better way to access the track from St clair More_direct_route Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 For people entering from that end of the park, again in wet weather it would be an improvement. 
Improves_soggy_area Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Nice to have an open area Disrupts_green_space 

 Having something that connects to St. Clair outside of the community centre access would be essential. 
More_direct_route 

 Makes it easier to access from south east corner More_direct_route 

 There’s not much of a distance to walk from caledonia to the soccer field, this is excessive and destroys 
green space Disrupts_green_space 

 Same as above (like walking in that area, but it’s weather dependant) Improves_soggy_area 

 Good connection to the corner crosswalk. Provides an opportunity to have a clear walking path into the park 
where you don’t have to trek through dirty grass and mud and dog poop. Improves_soggy_area 
More_direct_route Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Able to enter at the corner of st clair and Caledonia is great More_direct_route 

 This would make it much faster to get to the dog park from Caledonia & St. Clair More_direct_route 

 I frequently walk the north-south length of the park from Caledonia and St. Clair to Caledonia and Davenport 
or vice-versa. There is currently no pathway to support this and so I usually end up walking in deep snow or 
mud as existing pathways are further away and/or slippery. More_direct_route Improves_accessibility 
Avoids_wet_areas 

 I currently approach and exit the park from the north west end, and walk approx where this pathway leads. It’s 
often soggy and wet here, with uneven ground. Improves_soggy_area 

 Combining option 1 and 3 would vastly improve the current pathways at the park without disrupting the 
beautiful park area. More_direct_route 

 Would be nice to have a path option through what it is currently a mostly unused space. More_direct_route 
Improves_accessibility 

 It’s difficult to follow that route without a path right now. Improves_accessibility 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 I don't access the park this way Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 I never enter the park from that side Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 There is no path that goes through this apartment of the park and is used quite often to enter the park 
More_direct_route Improves_accessibility 

 I don’t use that part of the park . Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 don't see what they are trying to accomplish No_significant_difference 

 The end of this proposed path goes up a steep hill as it is drawn. My proposal to you to gather data for this 
study is to use drones to take aerial photos/videos of the park in the winter a few weeks after a significant 
snowfall. The paths in the snow will provide you with the most traveled routes. In addition, do not use paved 
walkways. Consider porous material such as wood chips. The areas of all three options go through poorly 
drained areas and they will not be maintained in the winter so I cannot say that I agree with any of these 
options. No_significant_difference Would_lead_to_flooding_in_area Does_not_improve_accessibility 

 It’s a common path already would be nice to have it paved for strollers etc Improves_accessibility 

 not much of an improvement compared to #2 No_significant_difference 

 It is nice as a pedestrian to have some large grassy areas in the park that are less used by cyclists and 
people on small motorized bicycles and vehicles. Disrupts_green_space 

 I enter from that end of the park with a stroller however I also sled there which would disrupt that 
Disrupts_winter_tobogganing Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Easier access to St.Clair & Caledonia intersection Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Why are you putting more concrete in a park? Plant trees please. Disrupts_green_space 

 I think most foot traffic comes from st Clair, and this third path would help bring ppl into the main part of the 
park (ie: soccer fields, playground) More_direct_route Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Breaks up green space Disrupts_green_space 

 We don't use this area of the park so I can't comment on whether this pathway would improve the park 
experience. But I imagine it would. Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 This is how I enter the park. From the north west corner, would be great cause when the grass is wet, it can 
get very muddy. Improves_soggy_area 

 Same reason for option 2 

 On occasions when I do walk in that area of the park, a path (Option 3) would be helpful because drainage in 
that part of the park can be problematic. So a pathway would be helpful as long as drainage would be 
addressed. Improves_soggy_area 
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 Not too bad an option however I believe there is a hill or slope to maintain and watch for ice in winter 
Safety_concerns 

 Kids toboggan here. A path at the bottom of the slope would put passerby at risk of injury. It's good to have a 
path that reaches the north west corner, but it would be ideal for it to be a safe distance away from 
togogganers. Safety_concerns Disrupts_winter_tobogganing 

 We usually walk this way in foot (and even with a stroller sometimes anyway. One concern, though. Would 
these be maintained in the winter? ThIs placement might Interfere with tobogganing on the hill. 
Safety_concerns Disrupts_winter_tobogganing 

 Kids use the hill to toboggan in the winter, the proposed path would create a hazard. Safety_concerns 
Disrupts_winter_tobogganing 

 I live west of the park. This would allow me to access the park from the north west corner. 
More_direct_route 

 Flooding and lighting concerns. Links south fields to TTC stops and signalized crossing. Safety_concerns 
Would_lead_to_flooding_in_area 

 It would be nice to have a pathway coming from the corner but it's not really necessary More_direct_route 
No_significant_difference 

 I often cut through this part of the park and it is very very frequently muddy or wet. Path would make it much 
easier and more comfortable. Improves_soggy_area 

 The park needs a dedicated walking snd running path that meanders throughout the park 

 I rarely enter into the park in that area. Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 When we enter the park from the NW corner, this new path would make it easier to get to the track. 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 It’s the way I normally walk through the park - it makes sense Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 I don’t enter or exit park from that corner. Would likely be good for others though 
Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 I think Option 3 might be redundant if the path on the west side of the soccer field is retained. Options 2 and 3 
could be linked together to provide a more direct route to travel the entire length of the park. 
No_significant_difference More_direct_route 

 That part of the park was like a swamp last spring/summer due to all the rain - we live west of the park so 
always enter from the corner of st Clair and Caledonia. Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 
Would_lead_to_flooding_in_area 

 I can see the utility of this option, but I think it would be sad to lose the uninterrupted green space of this area, 
which is very nice for playing on. The second option is less disruptive in that regard. Disrupts_green_space 

 That is the corner I enter from My only concern again is breaking up the nice grass portion of the park 
Disrupts green space 

 That is the corner I enter from. My only concern again is breaking up the nice grass portion of the park 
Disrupts_green_space 

 Allows people in wheelchairs or with strollers to walk through the trees on the St. Clair end of the park. It 
would be a nice option. Improves_accessibility 

 This may be good to bring ppl into the park from that intersection. It feels natural and welcoming 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Indifferent to that location. I feel like if you have money to spend on the park there are other more important 
improvements you could make. No_significant_difference Not_needed 

 This is an Important improvement for access for park corner. Immediate entry from intersections improves 
walkability and street scape. (Same consideration required for the under utilized south east field). Layout of 
path needs improvement. Perhaps hugging caladonia tree line to reduce impact to 

 openness of field. Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 I would not use Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 Again, if people want a hard surface, walk along the existing paths. If they want a short cut then I guess they 
take their chances with the wild wilderness of the untamed natural park. Honestly. This would the most 
useless path of all. How can 50-100 less steps (for someone who is presumably in the park to exercise and 
get fresh air) be of any benefit or improvement to anyone? No_significant_difference 
Disrupts_green_space Not_needed 

 Leads pedestrian traffic to field. Most people would be parked on st. Clair More_direct_route 

 It provides connectivity from a different entry point in the park. Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 There is more traffic coming from there as there is also stores and food places there so high traffic 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Because you can't there easily currently Improves_accessibility 

 That part is very beautiful, perhaps it stones or some less obtrusive way to get to the sidewalk could be used, 
that would be an improvement 

 I don't tend to be that far in the park (yet anyways!) so I have no opinion. Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 To me, this seems like a good move. I might actually use the park more because I live on that side of it. 
More_direct_route Improves_access_and_connectivity 
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 Too close to the road Safety_concerns 

 Same as above. Much need path, but it should consider that area is used for many uses. Path will cut areas 
in half. More_direct_route Will_disrupt_flow Disrupts_green_space 

 Sometimes we walk that way to go to Dairy Freeze. Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 In conjunction with option 2 (and existing paths) this makes the most sense for cross diagonally across the 
whole park More_direct_route 

 This ruins the open green space. Kids use the hill there for tobogganing. A new path limits this. People can 
walk along st clair to the current path. It takes almost no extra time. Disrupts_green_space 
Disrupts_winter_tobogganing 

 It's better than option 1, but doing both options 2 and 3 would significantly improve my experience because I 
mostly walk through the park along the western side, from north to south. More_direct_route 

 I never really go to that side of the park! Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 No need to destroy greenspace to make the park more accessible. There must be more options. 
Disrupts_green_space 

 Keep existing greenspace please. Disrupts_green_space 

 A set of stairs leading to Caledonia in the middle of the park would be great. There currently isn't any safe 
way to get down on to Caledonia aside from the hill which is sketchy Provide_stairs_to_Caledonia 

 More options from st Clair Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Better access to north soccer field and skating pad Improves_access_and_connectivity 
More_direct_route 

 Allows people coming from north west entrance a more direct path - although please push proposed path 
further west to allow sledding as currently happens Improves_accessibility Disrupts_green_space 

 Making easier to get to the playground/ splash pad from the north west side of the park, especially with 
strollers More_direct_route Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 Don't go that way. Do_not_use_that_area_of_park 

 Connect landscaped entrance at Caledonia to amenities in the park. More_direct_route 
Improves_access_and_connectivity 

 This path would be of benefit as another entryway to the park from the west where there is increasing 
population density. More_direct_route Improves_access_and_connectivity 
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Additional comments (text responses) 
 

 I live in this neighbourhood but I visit the prospect cemetery more often 

 Seg 2 +3 should avoid open grassway as much as possible as this is useful for events, kid playing, dog 
walking. keep path alongside incline. Avoid_disrupting_green_space 

 In addition to the pathway I would like to see garden as well Add_a_garden 

 Option 2&3 should be done together to allow for a complete trail connection away from formal active 
recreation facilities Combine_Options_2_and_3 

 Please consider cyclists in your planning. How could the pathways help cyclists? Consider_cyclists 

 I would encourage the city to act as a catalyst and push the province and metrolinx to continue to be at the 
table with the concept of a pedestrian bridge 

 across Davenport road and into the park as was on the table as a community benefit related to the Metrolinx 
Davenport Diamond overpass project. Large scale thinking (rather than siloed) on all sides is critical as we 
reimagine our green space at a time of massive demographic shift in our community. Be bold. 
Build_and_connect_to_Davenport_bridge 

 Option 2 and 3 should be combined. Or there could be a new path that runs along the top of the west ridge 
or on the side of the west ridge to get people up to St. Clair. There is a lot of demand for a bridge from the 
proposed Davenport to Earlscourt and a path on the ridge would make this work really well. I am surprised 
that the plans here seem unware of this . Combine_Options_2_and_3 

 The answer to this question depends on the option. Option 3 clearly disrupts these activities. Modifications 
to Option 2 will eliminate the disruptions the proposed layout will cause. Prefer_Option_2 
Avoid_disrupting_green_space 

 There is still a lot of room for recreational activities. This pathway would improve accessibility for festivals or 
markets that could be planned there. Improve_accessibility 
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 It is extremely important that there be a continuous north-south pathway. Combine_Options_2_and_3 

 They arent cleared in winter to they are difficult to navigate anyway. 
Improve_maintenance_of_current_pathways 

 Access to key areas to me is more important than disrupting green spaces. In the winter especially it is 
extremely difficult to cross over to the track via the green spaces. Improve_accessibility 

 Option 2 at least stays away from the middle of the green space. Perhaps it could even be moved a bit 
closer to the track? Option 3 cuts right through the greenspace without a huge benefit. A direct connection 
from the future Davenport Diamond trail directly into the park would also be a SIGNIFICANT addition to the 
park's accessibility and connection to the surrounding areas. Build_and_connect_to_Davenport_bridge 

 As someone who uses a stroller, having paved access to the various features of the park would definitely 
enhance my use. Improve_accessibility 

 While it might not impact it, #3 looks to run near where people are often using toboggans on the hills. 

 Please do not use valuable park space on useless paths. People need the green space, not pathways that 
are useless. No_new_paths_are_needed 

 All three options would be an improvement, the first and last on entry to the park, the middle to make a 
longer walking circular walk. Combine_all_three_options 

 Something to connect from Caledonia might be nice. Maybe the option 3 could connect closer to the 
intersection of Caledonia & St. Clair. 

 I would be happy with these options as long as they do not move the community gardens or remove trees. 
Combine_all_three_options 

 Often times steep 

 It would also be nice to have a path to the playground on the north side of the bathroom that connected with 
the paths on the west side Build_a_path_to_playground 

 The current pathways are pathetic. They are barely any pathways. There is no real park entrance, barely 
accessible by stroller or wheelchair. Improve_accessibility 

 Overall it would be nice to walk through the park and do a lap. Go up one side and come back the other. The 
path with help everyone get to the middle picknic area of the park. Combine_all_three_options 
Improve_accessibility 

 Re: Option 3, the NW corner area is underutilized. If you choose this option, keep all the trees intact and 
make the park more inviting by crating this pathway! Protect_existing_trees 

 Option 2 would be very disruptive to the main picnic area while combining option 1 and 2 would improve 
pathways without disrupting the main picnic area. Combine_Options_1_and_2 
Avoid_disrupting_green_space 

 Even when there are big events at the park in the green space areas, activity is often clustered and, 
especially when it begins to get dark, activity outside of those clusters feels discouraged. Along with the new 
paths, proper lighting is essential. The park is often completely dark during festivals, instead of encouraging 
people to move around. In the summer after dark, the bandstand is mostly used by people smashing glass 
bottles and fighting each other. Please also add lights to the basketball courts, people often play in the 
evening but have no lighting to do so. What's the point of a park that seems designed to actively discourage 
people from using it? Improve_park_lighting 

 The current pathways need repaving and the track around the south field needs to be repaved as well. 
Currently has rust which is a tripping hazard for joggers Repave_current_pathways 

 The current park does not make use of green space. It seems to be for sports only. Improve_green_space 

 I wish to have good washroom facilities all year. Also, I think both stair cases at Caboto entrance should be 
open; the staircase covered by a flowerbed looks odd. An aside: I love that park; my parents used to take 
me there as a toddler, my sister and I used to roll down the hill, then in tweens and teens swimming and 
skating, then walked my kids, now walk my dog there. Open_stair_cases_at Caboto_entrance 

 I think the current pathways are great. Very few parks as large as Earlscourt have grassy expanses. 
No_new_paths_are_needed 

 Both 2 &3 reduce grassy area for soccer etc when other fields are full! Avoid_disrupting_green_space 

 The current pathways are not well designed to provide access to amenities in the park. There is a LOT of 
green space that is underused or practically unused for almost the entire year with the exception of a few 
summer festivals, so adding some paths (gravel/permeable surface ideally) would be a huge improvement. 
Earlscourt Park has potential as a great city park, but as it currently exists, it is not well designed for a good 
park experience. (We formerly lived close to Christie Pits and Trinity Bellwoods and these parks are so 
much easier to access and use). Paths_should_improve_access_to_amenities 
Avoid_disrupting_green_space 

 I don’t think 2 or 3 would negatively affect the passive nature of the activities in this area. 
Combine_Options_2_and_3 

 The current pathways in the park never struck me as a concern. Given limited resources, I feel there are 
other priorities in the park. Plus I don’t mind having to cross areas of grass and lawn. 
No_new_paths_are_needed 
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 As it is now, caregivers with strollers can't access the green space (not to mention anyone with mobility 
challenges or wheelchairs). I think BOTH options should be implemented! Combine_Options_2_and_3 
Improve_accessibility 

 I live south of Davenport and really mainly use the dog park at the south east corner, so these planned 
changes would have little impact on my experience using the park. I support the changes if the community 
does! 

 I believe the third option for a pathway would cause the greatest disruption of green space and is the least 
effective. Option one and two are favourable in my opinion. Combine_Options_1_and_2 
Avoid_disrupting_green_space 

 The park accounts for a large city block, yet is not very permeable. Pedestrians and cyclists also use the 
park to travel between Davenport, Landsdowne, and St Clair, but existing trails are not direct, poorly lit, and 
not maintained in the winter. Future trails need lighting and trees. Would like improved connections to 
Landsdowne Ave, Trails need winter maintenance and better lighting. Reliance of the running track for 
mobility in the park is an issue. The track is not maintained in winter, is not well lit, and unprotected (lack of 
shade) by trees in the summer. Can these issues for the track be mitigated or is a new trail (option 2) 
needed? Improve_park_lighting Improve_maintenance_of_current_pathways 

 Even though they cut through, because option 2 is skewed to the side I don't think it will disrupt use. I notice 
that fewer people use the area in option 3 for informal games (this happens more in the area with option 2) 
so I think the diagonal cut is fine. 

 There should be a paved way/stairs to get into the park on Caledonia across from the townhouses. 
However, would also need a crosswalk/lights there to ensure pedestrian safety from cars that speed on 
Caledonia. Improve_access_from_Caledonia_tonwhouses 

 That section of green space was unusable last spring summer do to water/mud and being a marsh anyway! 

 I am very happy that you are looking at options for accessible path connections on the west side of the park. 
Thank you. Improve_accessibility 

 I don't think options 2 or 3 would affect community events (a pathway through them could even prove 
useful). It might make things awkward for recreational events like frisbee, etc. I do think that cyclists would 
be more likely to cut through the park if options 2 and 3 were implemented, and this should be accounted for 
in pathway widths, etc., as they would have the potential of making things hard for wheelchairs and strollers 
in a completely different way. Of the three options, I think number 2 makes the most sense as it means 
people will not have to walk on the track to get from one end of the park to the other. (They could also stand 
to pave the path that runs from the side road up to the track, and they should definitely have a paved path 
somewhere from existing paths to the bandstand area (benches), even if they don't extend the path all the 
way to the south side. It's disgraceful that people in wheelchairs would have difficulty participating in 
(watching) events that are meant to bring the community together (like the July 1st celebration).) 
Improve_accessibility Prefer_Option_2 

 Ppl like to hany neat paths as seen by trinity bellwoods. They break up the large open space and provide 
safety via 'eyes on the street' 

 Existing paths are generally sufficient but lacks proper flow. The playground is in need of a south connection 
to the track. Track connection to turf field leads to behind the goal( instead of directly connecting with the 
baseball diamond path. South of Jjp path not continuous. South east stairs path should continue around dog 
park. Build_a_path_to_playground 

 I think the city did an excellent job rebuilding the stairways and ramps/paths in the southern end. Perhaps 
the path connecting the playground and JJP could be improved or a least repaved, but while we're spending 
tax dollars, the best possible pedestrian realm investment is a bridge connecting the ever growing 
populations immediately to the south of the park (South of Davenport) to the S/W quadrant of the park. I 
really see no use or value in creating more pathways through out the park that can only be used 3/8 of the 
year. In exchange for these paths that most people will not use (as they will still likely walk on the grass 
instead) we lose more open space, more soft surface and introduce more light pollution (assuming they are 
illuminated paths). I really hope the residents and city staff agree there are much better uses for our highly 
coveted dedicated park funding. No_new_paths_are_needed Build_and_connect_to_Davenport_bridge 
Build_a_path_to_playground 

 As they are all areas of the park can be accessed by the current pathway system. If those current pathways 
had better lighting it would improve the use. No_new_paths_are_needed Improve_park_lighting 

 In option 2 it would definately disrupt the park in my opinion Avoid_disrupting_green_space 

 Was hoping for a pathway that easily connects davenport village neighborhood to the park 
Build_and_connect_to_Davenport_bridge 

 a bridge to connect over Davenport from the park is needed. Also needed is a bike path across the north of 
the park Build_and_connect_to_Davenport_bridge 

 Options around the perimeter of the park are better. Avoid_disrupting_green_space 

 The placement or extra pathways isn't nearly as important as just making sure the current ones are 
maintained. There are plenty of pathways, but they easily become icy and dangerous (ESPECIALLY all the 
stairs) in the winter, or lots of slippery leaves in autumn. I'd much prefer the city cleaning these pathways 
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and making sure they're usable before adding any more. No_new_paths_are_needed 
Improve_maintenance_of_current_pathways 

 I would prioritize drainage on existing paths, some of which (se corner of south field, the dip between the 
gazebo and the bathrooms) get quite bad with even a little rain. 
Improve_maintenance_of_current_pathways 

 Do all of them! Combine_all_three_options 

 Need a connection from playground to track. Going around the wading pool is a barrier. 
Build_a_path_to_playground 

 We need more naturalized areas with pollinator gardens we can stroll through or just admire. 
Avoid_disrupting_green_space 
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